
Customize Email Signatures
Present your customers with a strong  
company brand by adding your company’s  
signature to the bottom of every email.

Reduce Response Times
Ensure emails and requests are ending up 
in the right hands with speed and accuracy 
with advanced routing.

Agents Insights
Drill-in to transcripts of all historical  
conversations for Agents to gather a  
deeper understanding of the customer.

EMAIL QUEUES
Streamline How Your Company Handles Email
Email communication is still the preferred option for many 

customers. But if users are having to use multiple apps to 

handle multiple conversations, then that’s going to affect 

productivity and the level of customer service.

Unity Contact Center lets Agents manage and control email 

traffic in the same intuitive interface that they use to deal 

with Web Chat, Callbacks, BroadSoft Voice Calls and Tweets.
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Full management and control of 
incoming email traffic, saving time 
and improving productivity.

Email Queues
Unity Contact Center



Multi-task All Incoming Media
Emails demand a slower response time 
than Web Chat, but that doesn’t mean  
that Agents can’t manage multiple  
conversations at once.

Time Of Day Replies
Customise and send automatic responses 
and out of hours replies to set and meet 
customer expectations.

Prioritize Contacts and Leads
See when a CRM contact or lead has 
emailed into the company, allowing you to 
prioritize and view previous conversations.
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Store and Add 
Attachments
Add and view links 
and attachments 
or select from  
the last 20 sent 
attachments with 
one click

Reopen Email Conversations
View all previous replies and 
continue the conversation, even 
if the customer doesn’t respond 
for 4 days

Customize Email Signature
Use your company’s branded 
signature which will automatically 
be added to the bottom of every 
outgoing email

Formatting  
Characters
Easily format the 
colour, size and 
style of the  
characters and  
paragraphs within 
the email

For more information visit 
www.kakaposystems.com
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